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Two New Books from COLBY COLLEGE PRESS

THE MAN OF MAYFLOWER HILL
A Biography of Franklin W. Johnson
by Ernest C. Marriner

Franklin W. Johnson is widely remembered as the president who moved Colby College to a new site and set it on the road to national prestige. In this book Dean Marriner, the College Historian, explores the kind of man Johnson was—his ancestry and childhood background, his education, the persons and circumstances that influenced his life and his philosophy.

With his internal knowledge of the Colby scene over the past half-century, Marriner traces in lively style the dual growth of Franklin Johnson as a man and as the architect of Colby’s “Venture of Faith.”

137 pp., with illustrations $5.00

SARAH ORNE JEWETT LETTERS
Enlarged and Revised Edition
With Introduction and Notes by Richard Cary

The first edition of this book, published in 1956, contained 94 of Miss Jewett’s letters then in the manuscripts division of Colby College Library. This new edition augments the first by 48 letters, some acquired since the earlier issue, others which have appeared in the Colby Library Quarterly. The greater proportion of new letters are concerned with her writings and with advice to unfledged authors. The notes have been thoroughly recast and amplified.

Professor Cary has also written a critical biography of Miss Jewett and edited an anthology of her work.

187 pp., with Index and Genealogical Chart $7.50

Copies may be obtained from

COLBY COLLEGE PRESS
WATERVILLE
MAINE 04901